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Pyrogallol red molybdate (PRM) is the commonest assay used for evaluation of the concentration of feline urinary protein (UP). The use of Coomassie brilliant blue (CBB) assay is also reported but data about method-dependent differences and analytical variability are lacking. Therefore, the aims of this study were to compare UPs and urinary protein:creatinine (UPC) ratios recorded with PRM and CBB and to evaluate intra-assay imprecision of creatinine, proteinuria, and UPC ratio of both methods in cats.

Urine samples were collected from 58 client-owned cats by ultrasonographically-guided cystocentesis and centrifuged within 30 minutes. Due to the analytical nature of this study, samples were included irrespective of results of sediment or of underlining diseases.

Creatininuria was measured with the modified Jaffè method and UPs and urinary protein:creatinine (UPC) ratios recorded with PRM and CBB and to evaluate intra-assay imprecision of creatinine, proteinuria, and UPC ratio of both methods in cats.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to investigate the differences between UP obtained with PRR and CBB and between calculated UPC ratios. Correlation between methods was assessed with the Spearman test and agreement with Passing-Bablok and Bland-Altman tests.

Intra-assay coefficients of variations (CV) were calculated in 15 samples by 20 repeated measurements of creatinine and of UPs (with both methods). The Spearman test was used to investigate the correlation between mean UPs and intra-assay CVs for PRM and CBB.

Concordance between UPC ratios of both methods in classifying patients as proteinuric (P, UPC ratio < 0,2), borderline proteinuric (BP, 0,2 < UPC ratio < 0,4) or non proteinuric (NP, UPC ratio > 0,4) was assessed using Cohen’s k coefficient test.

Urinary proteins assayed with PRM and CBB ranged from 6,2 to 193,6 mg/dL (median 28,8 mg/dL) and from 8,9 to 325,4 mg/dL (median 61,6 mg/dL), respectively, and creatinine concentration from 28,2 to 934,2 mg/dL (median 199,3 mg/dL).

Proteinuria and UPC ratio showed statistically significant differences between methods (p < 0,0001 for both) with higher values recorded using the CBB method. Agreement between methods showed constant and proportional error for protein quantification. The two methods were correlated for both UP and UPC (p < 0,0001).

All intra-assay CV were < 10%. No correlations were found between the mean UP and the intra-assay CV for both PRM and CBB.

Concordance in classifying samples according to IRIS sub-staging was moderate (k = 0,476).

Coomassie blue method was accurate and precise at any level of proteinuria but the higher UPC obtained with CBB compared to PRM may affect interpretation and clinical decisions according to the IRIS guidelines.
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